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SGA hopefuls debate
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No matter who wins the presidency of the Student Government
Association, one thing is certain:
publicity will be the key to next
year's SGA. Presidential candidates
Brian Little 0 1 , Matt Mahaffey "00
and Alex Reed '01 all attributed the
group's failure to connect with students to the perception of SGA as
inadequately representative of the
student body at a Wednesday night
debate.
Reed argued that there is "no open
dialogue between SGA and the students," which Mahaffey supported
with his statement that SGA can be
"clique-ish- "
and tends only to "represent themselves." Little noted that
since "SGA currently does not have
SGA-sponsor-

ed

enough student support ... the
school doesn't listen to student opinions as much as it should,"
Little said that he would use the
presidency to tackle cable televi-

sion, parking and Lowry food.
"They're still important to students,
even if they're old issues," he said.

The reason some questions never go
away. Little argued, is that "every
single year, the school says, 'No,
your opinion doesn't matter."
Reed suggested that SGA needs
to be more "aggressive and persistent" The key to getting the admin
istration to change is to "very Kinaiy

The Board of Trustees will
arrive on campus today.

V

.
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and politely shove it down their
throats, he said.
Mahaffey wants to "put the student in student government." He
proposed putting up posters for the
topics to be addressed at the next
meeting. Reed said that SGA needs Mike Sestili '99 carouses on the shoulders of Brad Pierce '99.
to use "whatever means necessary
16 attract peoplelo meetings: "Once
you get people there, you can filter
out the means you used to attract
them."
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Applications for the
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1999-200- 0
Judicial L
Board and Hearing Counselor
positions will be distributed at a

mandatory open house on Tuesday, April 6, in Babcock. For
more information, contact Asso
ciate Dean of Students Carolyn
Buxton at ext. 2545

IhM:
The Jets and the Sharks will
rumble in Wooster Sunday night
as SAB presents "West Side
Story" at 7:30 p.m. in Mateer
Auditorium. Admission is free.

V

it Amelia Kays

y Housing decisions for
the Babcock International
Program, Douglass Science and
Humanities Program and Block
Housing will be announced this
Monday.

System in 1996. according to records.
Yet these statistics
do not give a full pic
ture of crime and justice at The College of Wooster. In fact, it is impossible for the public to get the
complete story, for a variety of reasons.
Because the Dean of Students'
Office can only release a summary
of the case and the sanctions handed
please see CAMPUS
JUSTICE, page 2

The Department of Commu
nications will sponsor a variety of events during the annual
Communications Week, beginning with a dance at the Underground this Saturday nighL
The dance will run from 10
p.m. to 2 a.nx, with a
admission tee to go to cnarny.
V
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TRIAL TO START IN SEPTEMBER: With the discovery phase
finished, the civil lawsuit pending against The College of Wooster and
a senior student will go before a jury this September. A conference
earlier this month between attorneys for the College, the student and
plaintiff Michael Guili, a former College security guard, failed to produce a settlement The trial will begin Sept 21 before Wayne County
Common Pleas Court Judge Mark K. Wiest.
HANDICAPPED ISSUES GO BEFORE TRUSTEES: The information compiled by Campus Council and a Student Government Assocommittee will be presented to members of the Board of
ciation
Trustees this weekend for its evaluation. The letter to the Trustees
outlines simple measures that the College can take to increase accessibility. In other business. Council approved a letter formally recommending that President R. Stanton Hales make alterations in the party
parties to nothing.'
assistant process, reducing the cost of
ad-h-

oc

on-camp-

us

COOPER, DARLING NAMED WATSON FELLOWS: Dave Cooper and Dan Darling '99s were chosen as two of the 60 recipients of the
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship Award, the College announced Tuesday.
Cooper will use the $22,000 award to travel and study Christianity and
Buddhism in India, Jerusalem and England, and Darling will travel
throughout China studying Chinese juggling and circuses. A full profile of the two Fellows and their plans will appear in next week's issue
of the Voice.
,

BOMB THREAT PROBE CONTINUES: The bomb threat which
closed the College Underground just prior to spring break is still under
investigation by College officials. "We've not had any leads as of yet
and have had no other incidents," said College Security spokesperson
Kathy Reynolds, The threat was phoned in to the Security dispatcher
shortly before 12:24 a.m. on March 27 from the emergency call box
behind Compton Hall, according to a Wooster Police Department (WPD)
report. "There is a bomb in the Underground set to go off in five minutes,' a male caller said, slurring his words. Two WPD officers arrived
at the scene at 12:26 a.m., the report said, and assisted four College
Security officials and the Underground staff in clearing the bar. The
police officers searched the area and found nothing. . The facility re"
opened after 1 a.m.
.

COLLEGE, FORMER BETAS THREATENED WITH LEGAL
ACTION FOR WEBSITE: The group formerly known as Beta Kappa
Phi was ordered last year to remove all of the group's insignia from the
College. But the continuing existence of the group's site on the World
Wide Web has prompted a complaint and threat of legal action from a
group known as the "Beta Kappa Phi Business Fraternity, Inc.," according to a spokesman. Robert Jordan, an agent for the group, said on
Wednesday that his organization was acting to protect its reputation
and its legal right to the name "Beta Kappa Phi." Jordan's group, he
said in a letter to the Voice, is chartered in the state of Michigan and
also recognized as a 501(c)(3) organization by the Internal Revenue
Service. Those legal recognitions, said Jordan, ensure that his group
has a right to the name. "They can't use our name, period, unless they're
recognized by us," he said. "Without a doubt, we knew that we were
group "had to
registered first." Jordan added that the Michigan-base- d
go through seven or eight names" before Finding one which was not in
use previously. College spokesman Jeff Hanna said on Wednesday that
he had "not received any communication" from Jordan's group. "We're
looking into it," he said, adding that the lawyer that Jordan apparently
also contacted "is not a lawyer that the College uses." An administration source told the Voice that despite Jordan's claim to the name, the
Michigan Department of Consumer and Industry Services had no record
of the group's incorporation, but the paper was unable to confirm that
with the department. As of press time Wednesday, the Beta Kappa Phi
website was still being hosted on the College's webpage.
compiled by Heather Milum, Dawn Packer and Dan Shortridge

Judicial System Incident Totals: 1998
Alcohol Violations: 251
Drug Violations: 12
Audio Equipment Violations: 19
Personal Noise Violations: 44
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down, with no identifying information as to the persons involved, there
exists no way for the public to track
how many cases dealt with in the
Judicial System eventually end up
in the criminal justice system.
In addition, not all incidents re-

ported

Highlights

ard

nition used by the College and fed
mtion
eral authorities, is defined as illegally entering a building to commit
larceny or theft.)
Incidents of rape have risen
slightly, from none reported in 1990
to three in 1997, averaging a little
over one rape per year over that period. The Judicial Board has dealt
with only two

campus crime watchdog
national ramnus
a normal
group.
But the rules will soon become
more strict. New provisions in the
1998 Higher Education Reauthorization Act, Carter said, will require
colleges to fully report all internal

disciplinary actions for "liquor,

drug, and alcohol violations"

begin- -

'

to the

public necessarily involve members of the College community.

The statistics,
which are printed

each

J-Bo-

year

in

"The Handbook
of Selected Col-

lege Policies,"

and submitted to
the Department

of Education,

pursuant to the
Crime Awarenes
and Campus Se-

curity Act of
1990, reflect
those incidents
which physically

occur on the
campus. They
may also occur
during the

sum-

mer, or during
break periods.
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Not all cases referred to criminal
authorities are prosecuted. The investigation by police and prosecutors may reveal that the case has no
basis, there may be no leads in the
case or the victim may chose to drop
the charges. And an individual may
through
elect not to press charges
either the criminal justice system or
in
the College Judicial System
the first place.
Further, the Office of Security is
not bound by law to report all crimes
occuring on campus to the local police. Only felonies are required to
be reported to the authorities, and
as is evident from the disparities
mentioned above, the College does
not go out of its way to report other
violations of the law.
"If they didn't make an arrest,
there's no obligation legally for
them to make a report," said S.
Daniel Carter, an official with the
Security On Campus organization,

Wmatsos Family Restaurant If
the cuisine that
inspired Socrates!
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were cleared of
most charges.

The Judicial
Board's decision is
almost always final. Out of the 39
cases heard at the
third level of the
Judicial System
from 19 to 1998,
only three verdicts
- or eight percent
were appealed

to President R.
Stanton Hales,

who has the final
word in all judicial
processes. All of
those appeals were
denied.
Judicial Board
Chair Adrienne
Ferraro 00 did not return repeated
phone calls for comment.
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ning next September.
Other highlights of the Judicial
Board summaries and submitted
data:
If you've imagined that the Residence Life staff and Security have"
become more vigilant about your
loud stereo system, it's not your

imagination. Noise and audio
equipment use citations have
doubled since 1996, reaching a high
of 74 last year.
Over the past nine years, there
has been a steady increase in the
number of reported burglaries on
campus. Since 1990, almost 150
burglaries have happened on campus. That number has increased
from eight in 1990 to 39, the
high, in 1997. (Burglary, in the defi
all-ti-
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of last issue 's Voice
containing information on
the College's 1997-9- 8 budget
included several inadvertent
errors. The Voice will print a
revised chart with correct
information in next week's issue.
The section
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Deal Directly
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It is currently legal to possess

and use GHB for personal purposes,
but its use in the commission of
a crime is illegal. A story in the
last issue included incorrect
,

off all CO.W. students and
54 W

the past two years.
In both cases the
accused students

College officials are apparently stepping up their enforcement of the
violations of campus reguschool's alcohol policies, as alcohol-relate- d
lations have tripled over the past three years.
In 1998, according to Judicial Board records, there were a total of
violations of varying degrees dealt with within the
25 1 alcohol-relate- d
judicial system an increase of almost 50 percent over those reported
in 1997. Even the 1997 violation count of 130 was a far cry from the
previous year, when there were only 71 cases dealt with within the Ju'.'..'".'".
dicial System.
The national increase in alcohol citations generally "had to do more
with a greater recognition of the problem" than with an increase in alcohol abuse, said S. Daniel Carter, an official with a national campus
security monitoring group. Security On Campus.
A bare plurality, or 106, of the alcohol violations in 1998 were cited
by campus security officers, according to records. Resident assistants
cited 105 of the violations, other members of the Residential Life staff
such as
were involved in the disposition of 30 and other sanctions
were handed down for the remaining eight.
community service
- The number of alcohol-relate- d
arrests on campus has also risen substantially since 1996. Prior to that date, according to "The Handbook
of Selected College Policies," there had only been one arrest for liquor
law violations. That number rose to six arrests in 1996 and five a

when a majority

1

cases of alleged
sexual assault in

Alcohol enforcement on the rise

of students are not on campus.
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information provided to Director
of Security Joe Kirk by the
Medway drug enforcement agency.
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and Campus Councilseats will be March 30jrom 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. andS to 7p.m in Loivry and Kittrcde
Dining Halls. All declared candidates were ashed to submit a statement to the Voice for this special preview feature.
Voting for the SGA Cabinet

"

SGA President

Vice President for Academic Affairs

Brian Little

Jacque Gray

Since I've been an SGA senator
there have been several questions
that I've asked myself. Why don't
we have cable? Why is nothing
done about the parking situation?
Why does Lowry suck? Unfortunately the answer to these questions
is that the school doesn't listen to
the students opinions. It is SGA's
purpose to raise the student body's
opinions to the administration. The
problem is that they don't listen to
us much either. The reason for this
is a lack of student support for SGA. Too many students think that the
SGA is a joke. There are senate seats that have remained open and no one
wants to fill them. People are running unopposed for some offices. Here's
where I come in. I have a lot of energy and passion for this job. I can
motivate people. I can get the student body excited about SGA and once
we achieve that, the school will have to listen to us. I want to work for the
students. Anything that the student body wants, I promise I will pursue as
far as humanly possible or die trying. I can make things happen. I can get
things done. Keep me in mind on Tuesday.

2

L

First let me tell you a little bit about myself. My name is Jacque Gray. I am a junior, political scienceeconomics
double major. I had been a Senator on SGA for two years. I have been a member of the swim team for three
years, political science department assistant for two years, an active member of Habitat for Humanity for two
years, a TA for a FYS and sang with the Choral Union for one year. With my involvement with these different
areas on campus I feel I can better represent student views concerning academic affairs. As many of you know,
the organizations on campus are an integral part of the campus community and need to be taken into account
when considering academic concerns. I feel that as VPAA I will be a liaison between the students and faculty,
communicating the concerns and activities, concerning academic affairs, of each community with the other.

Caitlin Pine
and could not be reached. This statement
Pine is currently
was released by campaign spokesperson Rorie Harris '99.
Caitlin is currently a junior Black Studies Political Science double major. She has been involved in several
different activities, serving on SGA's Educational Affairs Committee, as secretary of Campus Council and as a
section coordinator for the Index. These experiences developed relationships with students, faculty and administration, and also further developed Caitlin's organizational skills. Caitlin has been involved in discussions on
the issue of a core curriculum with faculty and student members of EPC and with other students to gather ideas.
Also, she could address the new issue for EPC to increase opportunities for international education, using her
experiences studying in the Dominican Republic and knowledge of other international study options. Caitlin has
a good rapport with diverse groups of students, and does not close herself off from the ideas and opinions of
others. In working with faculty members and administration, Caitlin has shown herself to be organized and
reliable. These qualities make her the ideal candidate for the position of Vice President of Academic Affairs.
off-camp-us

Matt Mahajfey

Jason Storck

The ideal student government is run
with the aid and support of the entire student body. In order to be a
strong government, the goals of all
students should be given an opportunity to be realized. As president,
I would seek more input from the
campus as a whole. Because I am
an outsider to SGA, I will be able to
bring students not previously affiliated with SGA and attract further
suggestions. Particular issues I
would like to focus on are examin
ing the erratic and inconsistent behavior of security, campus relations with
clubs and sections, solving the campus parking dilemma and continuing
to aid campus diversity.

I

Alex Reed
In establishing a symbiosis between
the administration and the students
of Wooster, the first step must be one
of creating openness. If the Student
. .
Government Association is to serve
must
as a representative body, it
i
keep those whom it represents as
informed as possible on any issues
at stake. This means closed-domeetings must end, and that elected
students should not be afraid to state
their opinions to the student body
at laree. as well as its media. In
addition to breeding open communication through this idealism as well as
through regular radio addresses, open forums with SGA, and aggressive
publicity, I intend to investigate specific curriculum policies in regards to
distribution and the possibility of acquiring two degrees in four years at
Wooster. The SGA president must serve both as an administrative emissary and as a visible, approachable individual who maintains an ongoing
dialogue with the student body. With leadership experience both as a dissident SGA senator and as president of the Science and Humanities Program, as well as academic stability and social adaptability, I feel that I am
prepared to serve as SGA president and to fulfill the duties it entails, exceeding expectations in the process.
--

of Academic Affairs is to ensure that the
The reason I wish to represent the student body as the
students, as consumers, are getting the education that they are paying for. We all came to this college to graduate
with a degree that is both respected and that represents the quality education which we have received. The only
way to achieve that goal is to constantly reevaluate the educational opportunities that Wooster provides. I feel
strongly that the education received at Wooster should be first rate and that the reputation of the school should be
second to none, insuring that the students are getting the what they paid for. If elected I will constantly consult
the student body about what they want their educational experience at Wooster to be and then working for that
goal through the position to which I hope I will be elected. In short, if elected I will work to insure that the
opinions of the student body about academics are vigorously represented to the administration, insuring that our
tuition buys us. what it should.
Vice-Preside-

nt

Treasurer

Campus Council

Christian Hunter

Julia Wilson

My name is Christian Hunter and I am running for the
position of Treasurer for SGA. I am currently a sophomore senator in SGA and have been on the Funding
Allocations Committee (FAC) for two semesters under the direction of the Treasurer. I feel that I fully
understand the responsibilities of financial affairs in
which the Treasurer provides to the SGA and Student
Body, and I would appreciate your vote.

I see the primary advantage of Campus Council as
being that it facilitates communication between the
admistration and the student body, which is obviously
necessary for any productive changes to occur. I am
enthusiastic about being a part of that process. I would
also like to see the campus become more aware of the
existence and purpose of the council.

Note:

-

or

Secretary

The following candidates did not
submit statements to the Voice.
Vice President for
Academic AfTuirs
Rayanne Hawkins

Marjorie Clayman
Hello. My name is Margie Clayman and I am currently running for SGA
secretary. My reasons for running are fairly clear. While I think this year's
SGA cabinet did an outstanding job and should be commended, I believe
that the SGA has the potential for doing even more, and I believe that the
SGA has the capacity to improve life greatly for the students and the staff
of this campus. As secretary, I will do what I can to make sure that the
SGA does even more to make everyone on this campus more content with
campus life. I also will work to help make SGA proceedings run in a more
smooth fashion. I thank you in advance for your support, and hope that
everyone on this campus goes out and votes. The SGA can work for you,
but your representatives need to hear from you. Voting is the First step in
that process.
.
.'
.

Vice President

rr

Student Aff!rs
Marcie Kasck

Treasurer
Murat Sagnic
No candidates filed for either the
Director of Publicity or Director
of Student Services and Special
'Projects Cabinet positions., ,
..
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Information hard to come by
Yes, the wish to know does not equal the right to know,
but beyond gossip and beyond Kappa Chi, we have an interest in the functions of our judicial system. This is a sys
tem that punishes transgressors of the code we live under,
and we see a right to know how fair this system is. We
have heard endless accounts of students claiming to get
but we know it is easier to blame a
screwed by
J-Bo- ard,

rule's enforcer than to accept responsibility for its

transgresssion, and so we are not ready to blame
for anything until we get information.
.
Information is hard to come by. We don't know if
Krappers should have been suspended or unchartered or
just given a slap on the wrist. We have no idea what goes
are sup
on, even though the students who serve on
'
,
posed to be representing us.
The Dean tells us that beyond state and federal law, the
Scot's Key will not allow Gal pin to give any information
beyond semester summaries, and with that we turn to Camd
Buckley Amendment may not
pus Council. The
command the College to release records, but it does allow
it. The Scot's Key is doing students a disservice by sealing
all records, even violent crimes. Council can vote to change
the Key, and Council should do it not because of the
Krappers, not because of a wish to know, but because of a
need to know: we need to know if our judicial process is
is doing its job. "
fair. . We need to know if
Campus Council should look at changing the Scot's Key.
The administration should consider a less stringent reading
of Buckley. And as students, we should look at decisions
like the Kappa Chi punishments not as a way to find out
more gossip, but a chance to look at the system and assess
"whether or not it is really represents us and meets our needs.
J-Bo-

J-Bo-
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A little assistance would be nice
This time last year, we suggested that the College give
the struggling seniors a little help. Having the library open
on the Saturday before I.S. is due could be beneficial. The
same goes for ACS, which wouldn't have to deal with quite
the concentration of frantic page number questions on Monday. Opening the bookstore up over that weekend could
reduce the backlog of binding, which would in turn reduce
the stress for both seniors and the bookstore employees.
Even Staples ended up with a waiting list, so they'd probably appreciate the help, too. Yeah, we all know that seniors shouldn't push their luck waiting for the last minute,
but we all know there will always be some who do. And
since they've just written 100 of the most important pages
of their lives, a little assistance might te nice.
'
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even tell you if they like the way I,
write. I.S.'s individual propaganda
still seem elusive.
components
College propaganda is full of reamaturing qualities, I
I.S.'s
for
As
is
Study
sons why Independent
good. They say it prepares you for have more hope. There is something
grad school. It gives you academic about wanting to finish so badly,
confidence. You learn research something about dealing with a
reladeadline so huge for so long that
skills. You garner
tionships with professors. The makes I.S. good. Even (especially?)
subtext: I.S. takes children and turns for seniors who wait until the last
month, there is' a chutzpah that
them to adults.
Having completed three I.S.s, comes from undertaking a project so
these promised results elude me. I massive and actually completing it.
Still, I don't think that even this
but
don't feel grad school-readthen again, I have never had any is the best part of Independent
Study. That best is at once more
desire to continue with academia
and therefore didn't approach I.S. in simple and more complex: I.S. is
a "this could be a dissertation" way. big. You can take a survey course
and learn about the big picture; you
I don't feel any more confident eican take a more specialized course
ther. I.S. did teach me how to crank
out lengthy essays quickly, but I am and get more details. These courses
are not as big as I.S. You can even
as suspicious of my output's quality as ever. Research skills? I still do unassigned readings out of pure
don't know how to use "Simple interest, but you will not .learn as
Search" or whatever it is; I learned much as you do in I.S.'s seven .
months. Researching a topic and
to surf the net for my summer internship and never touched it for I.S. playing with it for so long means
relationships, I you know more about it than nearly
As for
now have a few professors I like anyone. You are suddenly the resiquite a bit, but I can't say I would dent expert. On one single topic at
feel comfortable dropping by to tell least, you can demand respect, and
them that I am drinking too much this is true even for lazy students like
or failing Biology 113. I couldn't me, who would never undertake

Sarah Fenske

one-on-o-

ne

y,

one-on-o-

ne

'something so massive if we weren't
forced into it.
The corollary is the inevitable realization of I.S.'s smallness. I spent
four months on Clarence Thomas
and Robert Bork last fall. I spent
four months on "The Great Gatsby"
last spring. I spent seven months
(okay, six) on Watergate and Monica
Lewinsky this year. Sure, I feel like
an expert, and there are things I now
know that make me overqualified
for even the Master's Edition of
Trivial Pursuit. But, contrarily, I
also understand my own limitations
in a way I never did before. Four
months, and I couldn't tell you for
sure whether to believe Anita Hill.
Seven months, and I don't know
who Deep Throat is. You can become an expert, but even after a
year, you cannot learn it all. I.S.
teaches you humility even as it turns
you into a font of specialization.
'
It is this simultaneous realization
of your expertise and your frailty
that gives I.S. its value. It may not
be everything College propaganda
promises, but in a strange way. it is
'
more.

'

".

Sarah Fenske is the
who's all bark and no bite.
co-edit- or

I.S. : Senior capstone or millstone?
Dawn Packer
Independent Study is the capstone

of our college career. From our

first-ye-

ar

seminars on, we are reminded
that each paper and project is a point
of preparation for that ultimate research paper known as
I.S. is a beautiful thing, we learn.
It prepares us for graduate work. It
gives us the chance to explore a
topic that interests us. It assures us
e
that we can tackle a
project and plan and produce it
through to the end.
For people who are going to grad
school or continuing to academic
fields,
and other research-oriente- d
the process is certainly beneficial.
However, it does not seem to take
into account those students who do
not plan to continue into graduate
work or research. Some people
come to college to get a degree. Others come to get an education. For
the latter segment of the population,
two additional classes might be
more beneficial than a long-terresearch project that, for them, is
simply a requirement for that diploma.
Few and far between are those
students who have no interest in
exploring at subject entirely of their
"tiwtf chbo'smBut the limitations of
451-45- 2.

long-rang-

m

academia can curb the potential of
I.S. Only so many theatre majors are
allowed to direct an I.S. perford
mance. There are
biology
majors who have little interest in
laboratory research. Not every English major wants to produce an
original work or to critique that of
another writer. The requirement of
producing a thesis with a specific
argument might narrow the scope
for a political science major who
pre-me-

wants to explore an area
unexamined in the departmental
course offerings.
If academics were the only element of the college experience, I.S.
would be wholly beneficial. But the
fact remains that classes are not all
of college, no matter what certain
professors and parents try to tell us.
College is a place, to learn in the
classroom, certainly, but also outside of it. For some students, I.S.
provides an excellent chance to apply their book knowledge to an alternative situation, but for many,
outside learning begins long before
the I.S. process.
Wooster prides itself on volunteer
opportunities and the potential effectiveness of its student groups.
People who tackle campus politics,
volunteer programs, publications
and social activism learn lessons and
Skills' ttiat WaMdaSP'aS;rnjht

and applicable as what they take
y
away from their
one o'clocks.
For many seniors, I.S. makes up
of their credit load.
However, at least one departmental
handbook suggests that I.S. should
Tuesday-Thursda-

one-quart-

be

er

one-thir-

d

of the semester's

workload. Some seniors step down
from their leadership roles in anticipation of the time and energy commitment of I.S. True, this is an individual choice, but it is one that is
certainly perpetuated, if not sanctioned, by the College's insistence
on the pinnacle importance of I.S.
These four years are the only
chance many of us have to explore
areas and activities that will soon
fade from our daily lives. Wooster
students have chosen a residential
liberal arts college precisely for the
reason that it offers something more
than classes, something beyond a
degree. We should not have to
and
choose between
education.
If we are truly here to learn how
to learn, we should be able to choose
the best means by which to educate
ourselves. The ultimate college experience may be a thesis for some,
but not for all.
out-of-cla- ss

in-cla- ss

v. .t

..

Oawn Pack
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co-edit- or
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Galpin responds
Voice denied Judicial Board records
This letter is response to your request of Feb. 1 7 to obtain results and
records of recent Judicial Board proceedings. There are a number of
factors that bear on this request:
State or federal law or rulings
which might require the College to
release such material.
State or federal laws or rulings
which might constrain the College
from releasing such material.
College policies and guidelines
which deal with the release of such
material.
Other principles arising from
the relative priority of such considerations as confidentiality of per-

-

-

-

sonal

information

and

the

community's need to know and right
to know.
First of all, there is the question
of required disclosure. It is true that
Miami University's appeal of the
Ohio Supreme Court's decision was

Letters: hazing, money; cheering
Sisterfights for big brother, cheerleaders need support
Cheerleading is a program that is
often hard to keep people interested
in. Myself being an 11 year cheerleader I can tell you that it is not easy
to rouse a crowd with three cheerleaders.
There are few stunts that can be
--

executed with three people, and
three female voices in a loud gym
does not carry well. How can the
girls go out on the floor for a time
out with three girls? No one will be
able to hear them. Let me tell you
from experience that is is not only
extremely intimidating to go in front
of a crowd with a short skirt and two
other girls, but it's also embarassing.
Before you think to criticize the
girls why don't you look to help
their program and encourage school

spirit to others so that the
cheerleading program can become
one that Wooster can be proud of.
Brooke Pearse
To the Editor:
I really question your stated pur-

pose of providing this information
administrative salaries in your
publication as a service to its readers, in the interest of the public's
right to know.

This explanation would hold

some water if you followed up with
some discussion or some item of
interest to students, your primary
readership. You could have compared these salaries with salaries of
officials at comparable institutions.
(Hey, we parents footing the bills
might be getting good: deal ) Or
yo tMiWhawdjsmsed Why pub

lication of this information is a service to your readers. But that would
take more effort than it appears like
you took with this article. Looks
like that you are either filling up
e
space or your real motive is to
this information in an attempt
to create dissention regarding the
salaries of these College employees.
Good journalism requires thought,
Roll up your
effort and follow-usleeves!
I understand that there are many
student volunteer organizations on
pro-vid-

p.

campus providing service to the
College and those in the surrounding community. I, for one, would
be pleased to read some positive articles regarding these organizations
or for that matter any positively
motivated story about anything on
campus. I think there is much to report on at The College of Wooster
that is of a positive nature and if you
would focus on positive, community
building reporting you would be
providing a much greater service to
your readers and your community.
As a staff, you are capable of reporting of this nature. It simply takes
more effort than just bitching about
the way things are.

-

Bill Ready
Seattle, Wash.
To the Editor;

I'm 16 years old and a junior in
high school, so I know my opinion
doesn't mean anything until I am
over 1 8 years old, but I do hold the
opinion that many other people that
arp.4j0

yearaold; snd'I .am; also; in

so in not much longer my opinion
will mean something.
My brother is a member of the
former Kappa Chi fraternity. I am
also close with some of the other
former members, one of them being of the four suspects named in
the police report. I have the same
opinion as many other adults. Our
opinion is that the hazing incident
is completely ridiculous. The two
former Kappa Chi pledges who filed
reports with the police didn't have
to pledge. There was nothing stating that they had to keep pledging.
They were free to leave at any second they felt they did not want to
do what they were told to do. When
the one male student claimed he was
told to jump through the window, he
was actually told to act like he was
going to fall. He was to be publicly
humiliated. He would be stupid
even if he were to have been told to
jump through the window and actually do it.
It just seems to me that some
people are out to get the Greek families there, especially those that play
baseball (seeing that the coach and
an administrator don't get along). A
reliable source of mine provided me
with some inside evidence, which
shall remain unspoken, that let me
know some of what goes on for real,
and how this incident is being
handled. I do know that Wooster no
longer is on my list of colleges I
would like to attend due to this happening. Thank you for your time and
reading all I have to say.

r

Y

i

j

Mandy, Mprris

not heard by the U.S. Supreme
Court. However, this decision was
given in the context of Miami's being a state institution whose records
are "public" and thus subject to inspection under the state freedom of
information acts. This argument
does not apply in the case of a private institution. Moreover, this case
is still in adjudication, because the
U.S. Department of Justice has filed
suit against Miami University on
behalf of the U.S. Department of
Education to stop the release of certain information, on the grounds that
the Buckley Amendment takes precedence over state code. But as
Wooster is a private institution, the
decisions taken so far have no impact on the college.
Second, even if it were determined that part 6 (b) of the Buckley
Amendment were applicable to this
instituion, this would not lead to the
conclusions you draw. Not being
constrained from releasing records
does not logically imply that one is
compelled to release records; the
choice remains with the institution.
Moreover, under the "crime of violence" provision, buckley would
permit the release of only the final
results of a disciplinary hearing,
defined as he name of the perpetrator, the violation committed, and the
It is not
sanction imposed.
Buckley's requirement that at least
these items must be released. Thus,
your last request, name that "the
College should release all Judicial
Board records pertaining to the
Kappi Chi section" is certainly not
permitted by Buckley. The most
that Buckley would allow, even in a
"crime of violence case," would be
name, violation, and sanction.
Third, even if the College is thus
not constrained by federal law from
releasing the specified information,
the Colleee is constrained by its own
JCode of Social Responsibility;, a

.

adopted many years ago by Campus Council and as approved by
Council as recently as April 28,
1 998. On page 69 of The Scot 's Key.
the Code specifies the confidentiality if all judicial proceedings, and
the College's policy on student
records echoes that stance on page
12. Unless and until the Code of
Social Responsibility is changed,
my office is not at liberty to release
the information you request.
Fourth, let me address your conclusion that "there exists no reason
to keep such proceedings secret"
Even beyond the legal considerations, there ae good reasons to keep
the records of disciplinary proceedings confidential. One cannot assume that the public's wish to know
translates automatically into the
public's right to know. The public's
wish to know must be placed in
comparison with the principle of
individual privacy. The Buckley

Amendment expresses a value
judgement, namely that in some instances a person's individual right

to privacy and confidentiality
supercedes the public's wish to

know. The College recognizes judicial hearings as such an instance.
Campus Council is of course free
to change the provision in the Code,
subject to the approval of the President, but this would not apply retroactively because earlier proceed-

ings were conducted under the
promise of confidentiality. Such a
change would only only apply to
proceedings held after the change.
Therefore, to repeat, according to
the Code of Social Responsibility
my office is unable to meet your request to release the record and results of Judicial board hearings, except in the anonymous format described on page 70 of The Scot 's Key
and published in theVoice twice per
year after review and release by
Campus Council.
Sincerely yours.

Kenneth R. Plusquellec
Dean of Students

Letter Policy
500 word MAX
4:30 p.m.
Monday
On disk to
C-31- 87

Voiceacs.woostcr.edu
Letters will be edited

l

for space, grammar
and milk! (It does a
body- good...)
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Something you didn't think V&boster offered: tattoos
Lauren Kulchawik
Co-A&-

Editor

E

You're lying on a black leather
table. On the wall is a sign that says
"No Whining." Dragons and bears
and skulls and mermaids dance
around the room. A figure stands
over you with a needle.
Welcome to Moving Pictures, established in 1986. A famous name
both on campus and in tattooing and
piercing magazines, the parlor is
isitedby the bold, the creative, the
thrill seeking and the decorative.
Moving Pictures is a family business. Lynn Dulaney, the owner, has
been a tattoo artist for 20 years. Her
daughter, Laura Jackson, followed
in her footsteps and has been tattooing for 10 years. Sean Dulaney does
piercings and tattoos, while Rob
Johnston, a
member, is
trained only in body piercing.
"Mom's always been an artist. If
it held still long enough, she'd draw
on it," said Laura. "When my father was in the service, he'd gotten
a tattoo my mom designed, but it
was a disappointing experience."
Because they had trouble finding
tattoo artists that they liked, Lynn
decided to start her own business.
Soon a room in her house was designated for tattooing, and recommendations spread by word of
mouth. The demand grew too large
for
tattooing, plus "we got
tired of people showing up during
dinner" according to Laura.
"My father was my very first tattoo victim," said Laura. Both Lynn
and Sean also practiced their first
tattoo on Mr. Dulaney.
To become a tattoo artist or a body
piercer, one must serve an apprenticeship for about two years of learning the equipment. "You have to
practice, practice, practice on grapefruit. You do scut work as an ap
non-fami-

ly

in-ho- me

'

prentice, too, but apprenticeships are
nice because when you're done, you
have a guaranteed field. It costs
about $5,000 to $7,000 for your
training," said Laura.
Moving Pictures is brightly lit,
and its walls are adorned with drawings of all types of animals. Native
American images, cartoon characters and Celtic stars. "We buy sheets
from all over the world. They are
pretty expensive. It's a couple hundred for ten sheets of flesh. There's
not enough room on the walls to fit
all of it!" said Laura. The tattoo
design, while it is still on the sheet,
is called "flesh."
"People expect rock music playing, cigarette smell, wild dreads and
leather pants. Some people are disappointed. But we want to have a
relaxed, comfy atmosphere. I think
I'd look ridiculous in leather pants!"
Laura has eight tattoos, mostly
"My work follows a
I have all cats, dragons,
theme
and Celtic designs. But not all
people go with a theme. Actually,
most people take a 'postage stamp'
approach. It's like a scrapbook.
Each tattoo had meaning at the time
that they got it
they'll always
have that memory."
"If a person comes in and they
don't seem sure about their decision,
we will talk them out of it. A tattoo
is more permanent than most marriages! Never get a tattoo on a
whim. Those are the ones you will
regret the most. Sleep on it, even if
it's for a year, schedule an appointment and have a good meal before
you get here," said Laura.
Regarding the pain, it is different
for each person, depending on their
threshold level. "People describe it
as mild burning, scratching sensation. Like if you scratch your fingernails quickly over the same place
on your skin," said Laura. The most

ft
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self-designe-

d.

Lynn Dulaney, owner

Photo

of Moving Pictures, decorates another satisfied customer.
That makes it difficult for us and for
them the pain is worse when they
can't sit still. Laura is not fond of
inflicting pain: "You have to deal
mentally with the fact that it's going to hurt them the customer."
If you're interested in getting your
genitals pierced, Rob enjoys the
challenge. More males than females
get their nipples pierced. Genitals
heal the most quickly because there
is a large amount of blood flow to
these areas.

painful areas on the body are hands,
feet, genitalia, the inside of the elbow, the back side of the knee, the
spine and
toes.
"You have to think about what
you're saying when you get a tattoo
... suns and moons are very popular
with both males and females. There
was a fad a few years ago
every
college girl was getting a sunflower.
One year it was dolphins. Most college students get small stuff ... a lot
of times it's their first big 'out, and
they're trying to express their creativity and independence. A lot of
times they assert their independence, then hand you their parents'
credit card," joked Laura.
As far as horror stories go, Lynn,
Laura, Sean and Rob have not had
anything disastrous happen in their
shop, besides the usual squirming
and flinching customers. "Some
people are not capable of coping.
in-betw- een

Laura mentioned that people
don't usually realize that piercings
have different meanings in other cultures. For example, "a pierced side of
the nose means that you are a submissive wife in Eastern culture. But if it
makes you feel independent and
strong, that's great."
Piercing isn't just for the "edge"
crowd or the bikers Laura knows
mothers, fathers, doctors, teachers

by Amelia Kays

and police officers with body art.
Because body piercing has become
less of a shocking statement, she expects that people are going to new
extremes. "A current extreme is
branding, corsettery, and implantation ... I've seen surgical steel balls
implanted under the skin around the
wrist to look like a bracelet. It's not
going to cause a problem health
wise, but it really looks weird."
Tattoos start at $30, and the price
increases depending on complexity.
Custom freehand designs cost $100
an hour. Navels are $40, tongue is
$50, ears are $30 and genitals are in
the $100 plus range.
"People have felt a need to decorate their bodies since the tribal
times," said Laura. Whether you go
because of tribal instinct or for en-

tertainment. Moving Pictures is
worth the visit. But don't let anyone tell you it doesn't hurt.

'69: Foreign language requirement added to schedule
In the Voice:

a curricular pattern other than the
normal one. In such cases, after con-

Faculty Approves
Foreign Language
Requirement
One-Cour-

se

At the second two hour Satur
day faculty meeting, March 15,
ttwo additional parts of the EPC's
curriculum were passed. The lan

guage departments submitted a
proposal which requires satisfactory completion of one foreign lan
guage course at the college level.
fit was approved.
Also passed was a resolution for
students who felt the proposed curriculum does not meet their needs.
It reads: "For various reasons some
students may find their educational
bbjectives'mjeht best be served in

Courses in which professors are
willing and have space will be
nounced to the public.

involved in collecting information
transmitted across state lines, it was
not illegal. The incident is now, apparently, considered to be the work
of a prankster.

an-

sultation with the appropriate faculty member(s), the student will be
expected to outline precisely his
FBI Investigates Wiretap
aims and his plan of procedure in
Device Law No Further Action
accordance with guidelines established by the committee. The comAfter communication with the
mittee will specify suitable means Department of Justice in Washingfor evaluating and fulfilling the ton, D.C., and preliminary investistudent's goals in terms"of the obgations on campus, local FBI agents
jectives he sets for himself.'
have decided that the wiretap device
The Trustees Committee on Adfound three weeks ago on a dormiministration also met last weekend.
tory phone was not in violation of
Action by that committee included
any Federal legislation and so will
the acceptance, originally submitted do no further investigation.
by Arnie Lewis of the Art DepartThe agent who visited the campus
ment, that members of the Wooster two days after the device was found
felt, at that time, that the device was a
community be allowed to audit College courses free, rather than for the violation of the 1968 Omnibus Crimes
present fee.of $10 per credit boVr.v, Act but becaiiUhe device, was iibt

Entertainment Letter
To the Editor:

At Wooster Big Name Entertainment seems to be developing something of a tradition
a tradition of
True to form, last
Friday we were informed by phone
that Martha Reeves was in the hospital with a throat infection, and the
group was cancelling the concert.
To some people, BNE may appear
to be, doomed to this fate. Yet in
non-existen-

.

ce.

4btne;tespe;ts thfccncerjt Friday.

was a "success." Our agent, who
himself was never informed of
the illness (Martha had been sick
since Tuesday), may press Wm.
Morris Agency for damages. To
avoid legal proceedings, the national agency may offer Wooster
a higher-price- d
group for the
price of Martha.
Thus two things will hopefully
result: (1) Wooster will join the
National Entertainment Conference, (2) BNE hopes to up our

gamble to the

$6000-$800-

0

range (for example Judy Collins,

Association

or

Smokey

Robinson and the Miracles) for
next fall.
V
V
"

Vw7
'

Langsdorf

CbrChairman, BNE
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1
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Mon-Fr- i.

Classic Imports
150 West Liberty
(Next to Matsos)

in Downtown Wooster
264-442- 6

Tapestries
311

Hand printed
Tie-dye-

d

Batik

Clothing

Incense

From India
Hand-mad-

e

All-natur- al

Blouses

Dresses

Skirts

Henna Designs
By appointment only
Done by hand by our henna artist

materials
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"October Sky'': a schmaltzy yet inspiring space drama
dirt-po-

y

Ben Mizer

Staff Writer
My most vivid memory of the U.S.
space program is of the explosion of

the Challenger shuttle in January
1986. I remember coming home from
school
where for weeks my
class had been anticipating the
and
launch of Christa McAuliffe
crying in confusion as I watched the
perpetual image of the fireball on television. I knew then that I never
wanted to be an astronaut.
"October Sky" is an endearing
account of another seminal moment
in the history of space exploration
a moment filled with equal consternation but even greater optimism. As the film opens, radio news
reports of the Soviets' launch of
Sputnik in October 1957 overlay images of coalminers at work in rural
Goalwood, West Virginia. In an
early scene, the town residents stare
as the satellite
glides across the I
night sky like a
comet. The per
vasive tear is
summed up by one man who worries, "They're gonna be dropping
bombs on us from up there." But
one young man can only gaze in awe
at the satellite and mutter, "Wow.
"October Sky" tells the true story
third-gra-

de

m

of

Homer

Hickam

Gyllenhaal), the young man who
found his life calling in that starry
October sky that alarmed many
Americans. Unfortunately, Homer
mining town
is trapped in a
where, as the high school principal
explains, "Once in a while, a lucky
one will get out on a football scholarship. The unlucky ones work in
the mines." Homer is particularly
unlucky; his father is the manager
of the mine, and he insists that his
son follow in his footsteps.
Homer pledges, "I'm never going
down there," and with the help of
three friends he conducts a series of
rocketry experiments that the boys
hope will carry them to a national
science fair and out of West Virginia.
The "Rocket Boys," as they call
themselves, are encouraged by a
teacher (Laura Dern) who apparently is in the film to hit the audience over the head. "You can't just
dream your way out of Coalwood,"
she tells Homer, later adding, "you
just gotta listen to what's inside."
This lack of subtlety, thankfully; is

(Jake

or

balanced by the complexity of
Homer's father, played with great
restraint by Chris Cooper.
The posters for "October Sky"
proclaim, "Sometimes one dream is
enough to light up the whole sky."
The phrase, like the movie, bursts
with hokey emotion. But the film
is prevented from devolving into
pure schmaltz by its credible performances and by the true story that it
tells. In real life,
I

tlQfi

I

.A

;

tear-jerk- er

shine the later, more successful
launches.

Eileen Imada
Staff Writer

Perhaps I'm being a cynical

After the Russians launch Sputnik, a friend tells Homer Hickam
(Jake Gyllenhaal), "Let them have
space. We have rock and roll. Fortunately for the U.S. Space Program,
Homer didn't take his friend's advice, but instead encouraged that
and his entire hometown
friend
to put pragmatism aside and
dream about the future.
At the beginning of "October
Sky" when a defensive tackle
pummels Homer on the practice
field, we know that he will never
make it out of Coalwood on a football scholarship. But as we soon
find out that whatever Homer lacks
in athletic ability, he compensates
for in vision.
It doesn't matter if he's not the

chemistry major,
but the "crashing

and burning"
seems to be a

teacher (Laura
Dern), most of

much more accurate description of how science really works. It's not just about pushing the button, launching the rocket
and attaining instant success.

the female characters slip into the
observers, and
role of starry-eye- d
even during the science fair scene

you can't help but wonder if so
many girls are intrigued by the mechanics of rocket science because
Gyllenhaal is so darn cute.
But if you hold the skepticism and
understand that College of Wooster
students aren't necessarily the target audience (three out of the five
"October Sky" previews, were for.,
animated features), then the movie,
isn't half bad.
You might even consider it

Although the movie struggles
with the "geeky science" versus
"science is cool" contradiction, most
of the script maintains an even balance of crediting science for its
achievements without glorifying it.
One of the more interesting examples of this is the handling of
Homer's reverence for his hero, a
renowned German rocket scientist,
and his relationship with his laborer
father.

Moadayt 6t Wedneday

Kitl Eat Fir

I

Homer Hickam.
whose
from

screenplay

Next to the depiction of science
rein "October Sky," the father-so- n
lationship of Gyllenhaal and Chris
Cooper also maintains its integrity.
Throughout the film, even during
scenes, Gyllenhaal
the
acts convincingly as Homer, pursuing his passion while still trying to
please his father.
Unfortunately, since the writers
incorporate so many sideplots and
secondary characters into the film,
including a romantic interest for
Homer and a disapproving principal, all the loose ends are subject to
rapid-fir-e
resolution during the fi
nal 30 minutes.
Also, with the
exception of the

smartest kid in school because of his
innovation and his friends. What
distinguishes Homer from the rest
of Coalwood, and even the other
three Rocket Boys, is his ability to
look at a vacant lot and see a perfect rocket test site.
The zeal with which Homer pursues rocketry harkens back to other
movies about space like "Apollo 13"
and "Contact.' The failed rocket sequences comprise some of the best
footage in the film and almost out-

-

I

is

adapted, is a retired NASA scientist. "October Sky" serves as a testament to how he defied the norms
of his environment to make something of himself. And on that count,
the film had me completely
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and laughter, "Rent" shows time is precious
finds solace and love in the

sity and emotion. Maureen's perThe story behind the creation of Neerlander Theatre by the third New
is both triumphant and sad. York company. Lrt New York. $20
"Rent"
formance
on
behalf
artists
is
the
of
Asst. A&E Editor
There's Mimi, a young heroin junkie extremely humorous, and by the At 35, Jonathan Larson, a relatively
front row tickets were sold in the
and AIDS sufferer who desperately
time she coaxes the audience to unknown composer for shows like lottery the day of the show. After
many "Rentheads" were waiting in
"No day but today." This is one wants Roger to let her into his life. "moo" with "her, theatergoers are "Sesame Street" and children's vidrolling in their seats. Likewise, the eos, was about to premiere his new line for as long as 72 hours for tickof the many life messages found in Benny is one of Mimi's
the critically acclaimed musical and a former roommate of the boys, company number "La Vie Boheme" rock opera at New York Theatre ets, the Neerlander decided to start
a lottery system to ensure that teenWorkshop. Larson was responsible
"Rent." Winner of the 1 996 Tony who married wealthy and turned his has the audience swaying and bobback on his former bing their heads. "Seasons of Love," .for the book, music and lyrics for age and young adults patrons, as
Award for best
musical, best
world of bohemia. perhaps the most famous song from this energetic new musical. But on well as giving those who may not
the musical, poses the important Jan; 25, 1996, in the early hours of be able to afford the expensive
score ana best
There's the
well
as.
as
question
of how to measure time. opening night and 1 0 days before his Broadway prices, get a chance to enbook
the 1996 Pulitzer
.couple' '
of ' And Your Eyes," which Roger 36th birthday. Larson died suddenly joy this exuberant production.
The "Benny" tour will be in Ohio
Prize, "Rent" is a
Maureen, a per- - ' sings to Mimi as she lays close to of an aortic aneurysm. The show
modern-da- y
ver
formance artist' death, is enough to trigger tears in premiered Feb. 13. 1996, where it again in May, at the Taft Theatre in
and at the
was on Broadway in the Neerlander Cincinnati on May
any audience member. The emoand
sion of "La
v,
Boheme." It is
of Mark, ." and tions all come together during the Theatre by April 29 of the same State Theatre in Cleveland May 8
year, and is still performed every 23. This tour will also be in RichJoanne, a lawyer finale, one year later, when Mark's
classified as a
and daughter of "movie" is shown on the back wall night "Rent" is a constant reminder mond, Va., and Grand Rapids, Mich,
"rock opera,
'affluent political of the flat This film is comprised of Larson's philosophy of life, and in May, Green Bay and Boston in
and incorporates
parents. The .1- 5- of actual scenes from rehearsals of his premature death is an example June, and Charlotte, NC. in July.
everything from
The "Angel" company is currently
person cast is the cast of the show. Put together of how precious time really is.
rock ballads to
rounded out by a with the reprise of "Seasons of
"Rent" currently boasts two in residence in San Francisco. This
salsa music.
chorus of voices who contribute to Love," it creates an emotionally American touring companies, thtf show is highly recommended by
"Rent" is the story of young art"Angel" tour and the "Benny" tour, both audiences and critics alike, to
New
York's
East
such parts as homeless people, an charged final scene, leaving the auin
struggling
ists
dience with feelings of hope for the an extensive overseas schedule, and if you have the opportunity to get
Village. There is no "star" of the AIDS support group and featured
'. p
nightly performances in Broadway's tickets, be sure to take it
future.
soloists.
show, rather a cast of talented acefThe
roller
a
has
show
coaster
tors, every one of them essential to
fect on the audience, receiving evthe story. There is Mark, a young
filmmaker who questions the world ery reaction from tears of sorrow to
he lives in and struggles with the roars of laughter. The set is 'well
choice of finishing his own film or designed to represent an East Side
'
Best Dressed Men
giving into the world of television j flat, using trash cans, ladders and '
Best Dressed Women
"
'
tabloids. Mark's robrnmaTe Rbgfcir Is1 Christmas light? to portray a world
completely
can
be
men
many
Patrick Stewarr. Not
Gwyneth Paltrow. Ok, I have to admit, when I first
where it is necessary to make do
songwriter whose girlan
pink dress, I bald and still be extremely sexy. Patrick Stewart is!
and
the
Barbie
hair
slicked
back
saw
the
with whatever you have. The orfriend informed him that they both
was skeptical. But hey, she pulled it off. Look for He could show up at the Oscars in sweat pants and still
chestra, consisting of keyboard
had AIDS before taking her own
knock-of- f
dresses at your local department look good.
Gwyneth
players, guitar players and a percuslife. Because of his past, Roger
Roberto Benigni: Eccentric little Roberto was looksay, 24 hours.
..."
in
store
shuts people out and attempts to face sionist, sit right onstage where the
In a room full of women, who have ing quite dapper in his simple tux and trendy glasses.
Kathy
Bales:
hardships without the help of his cast performs around them. It is ; their plastic surgeons on speed dial, Kathy Bates out- But I have to say, his personality was what made him
friends. Collins is a friend of the easy to feel the energy as the young
.
shone them all. She may not be the thinnest or most one of the most desirable'mcn there.
men, also infected with AIDS, who
cast performs every song with inten- Ben Affleck and Matt Damon: Via counting these
beautiful, but her makeup was fresh and her outfit
two guys as one person. I mean, really, can you think
; worked.
Catherine Zeta Jones: In order to wear a strapless of one without the other? Regardless, both retained
dress, I can't stress enough how IMPORTANT it is the title as Tinsletowns Most Desired best buds in their
that the dress fit properly! (Kim Basinger. take note.) simple tuxedos.
Liam Neeson: Liam is not what you call convenI'm not sure how Zeta Jones managed to keep that dress
.up (I'm guessing duct tape) but she was a real stunner tionally handsome. Although he has a big frame, his
clothes always are fitted correctly. With tuxedos, that
...
in her fiery red number.
Goldie Hawn: You've got to hand it to Goldie. She's is the most important thing, (All you guys who've had
prom night disasters know what I'm talking about.)
as old as my mother, but can still wear outfits that
His wire rim glasses were a classy added touch.
was
a
gown
couldn't Her ice blue slinky
12:10 p.m.
Ravenous (R)
accessory,
Kurt
best
her
especially
with
standout,
Russell.
The Rage: Carrie Two (R) 2:40,5:10,7:50, 10:30 p.m.
Worst Dressed Men

Molly McKinney

boyant

cross-dressi-

flam-

'Angel.

ng

,

ex-lov- ers

on-aga-

7

in,

off-aga- in

Jr.

.

ex-girlfrie-

4-- 9,

nd

1

--

7

Fashion hits and misses at the Oscars

ex-junk-

ie

.

Beginning Friday at

Cinema

Movies 10

.

"

25-year-o-

lds

:

Cruel Intentions (R)
EdTV(PG-13- )

The Mod Squad (R)
The Other Sister (PG-1Forces of Nature (PG-1True Crime (R)
Analyze This (R)
Baby Geniuses (G)
Doug's First Movie (G)
3)

3)

1- -2

12:20, 2:50, 5:20, 7:55, 10:20 p.m.
12:35, 4:05, 7:05, 10:00 p.m. ;
12:15, 7:45, 5:15, 7:40, 10i05 p.m.
12:40, 4:00", 7:00, 9:55 p.m.
12:00, 2:30, 5:05, 7:45, 10:35 p.m.

12:45,4:15,7:15, 10:10 p.m.
1:50, 2:20, 5:00, 7:35, 10:15 p.m.
12:05,2:25, 4:45 7:10, 9:40 p.m
1 1:55, 2:15, 4:30, 7:20, 9:35 p.m.
1

p.m. shows are Sat. and Sun. only.
Sorry, no passes.
.

For complete listings any .time, call

345-875-

5,;

,

,

Worst Dressed Women
"'

'

.

'

'

'

-

Celine Dion: Note to Celine Dion ... You're not Shaft,
"so don't dress like him! I hate to break it to you, but
the pimp daddy look went out about 20 years ago.
Meryl Streep: Hey everybody Here's a new game!
; Lets try to guess how many small children were hiding in the folds of Meryl's dress!
Helen Hunt. Do you all remember a infomercial for
You know: it
a handy device called the
was a gun that could put a bead just about anywhere
and everywhere. Well, that was Helen's dress in a nut-- ;
shell. You've got to give her points for being
1

Bead-dazzle- r?

;

arts-and-craft-

sy.

Marian Carey: Mariah is a" beautiful woman and is
far from being overweight But let's face it she's
; gained a few pounds. Unfortunantly, she seems to be
in denial about it It's not a good sign when the ridge
from your control top pantyhose can be seen clearly
through your dress.
.
r

I

Tom Hanks: Usually Mr. Hanks is Mr. Reliable. He
always looks put together. I don't know what he was
thinking ... usually deciding to grow a beard three days
before the Oscars isn't the best idea.
Geoffrey Rush: Hmmmm . black bow tie, with a
black shirt under a black jacket. Is Geoffrey Rush an
Oscar nominee or an undertaker?
Val Kilmer. It was a really touching moment when
Val Kilmer made a dedication to the late Roy Rogers.
But the ribbon he wore around his neck would have
looked better on Trigger.
Billy Bob Thorton: A few years ago Billy Bob was
nominated for a Oscar. He claimed be was a redneck,
at heart and dressed like it. Fast forward a few years.
Not only has Billy Bob dumped his wife but his old
look to boot Although he really tried to buy some
style, it seemed pretty phony.
Robert DeNiw. Only one thing can be said about
DeNiro's new hair cut Weed Wacker! Let's just pray
his new 'do is for a upcoming movie role;

.."..

Compiled

y

,

Sarah Chazan
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Sweet 1 6 signals end of historic season

Wooster Sports Briefs

Allardice
Sports Editor

James

Balcken leads golfers in top 10 finish
Barton
The Scot golf team finished 10th in the
College Intercollegiate Tournament on March 9 in North Carolina.
good enough for a tie
Nick Balcken '01 led the Scots shooting 76-7for eighth place. Next for the Scots was Brett Holmgren '99, who
finishing tied for 40th. Todd Grubich 99 fired two conshot
secutive 84s, to finish tied for 58th place and Peter Wilson '00 shot
finishing in 77th place. Dean Pasalis 02 had a two day total
to finish in 91st place. .
of 179 (94-8This was the Scots first spring tournament, after competing in four
tournaments this fait. Next the Scots will compete in the Kenyon
Cup Invitational on April
Lee-Niss-

m

It took 99 years, 1241 wins, five
NCAC tournament championships,
and six regular season NCAC championships for the Scot basketball
program to reach the Sweet 16.
Despite being a Division III power-

an

8--

8,

80-8- 3,

.

house

83-8- 9,

2-- 3.

Mens LAX opens, with

13-- 4

' loss

V

;

v

The Scot Lacrosse team opened their 1999 season with a 4
loss to Skidmore. The season's first match, against Gannon on March
13, was postponed. Next the Scots will host Oberlin on Saturday at 1
p.m. and travel to St Vincent on Sunday. Next Wednesday the Scots
will travel to Oberlin for an NCAC clash with the Yeomen.
1--

1

loss to
3
The Lady Scot lacrosse team rebounded from an
Whittier in the season opener to defeat Redlands 18-- 1 1 on March 12.
In the loss to Whittier, the Scots fell to a 1 halftime lead but limited
. Whittier just four second half goals. For the Lady Scots, Kate Messer
"99, Maggie Buckingham '00 and Jessica Critchlow 01 scored goals,
. while Miriam Esber '02 notched an assist in her collegiate debut.
Kathryn Rankin '02 made 16 saves in the net in her first collegiate
game.
The Lady Scots were able to get their first win of the season in
For Lady
their second game out west, defeating Redlands
Scots, Buckingham had six goals and Messer had five. Robin Woodward '99, Nikki Kammer '00, Carly Branson '00, Lisa Beam '01,
Emily White '02 and Kim Christensen '02 all had one goal. Rankin
had 19 saves.
This afternoon the Lady Scots will travel to Gambier for the NCAC
opener with Denison. On Saturday the Lady Scots will travel to face
Earlham before hosting Allegheny on Wednesday at 4:30 p.m.
11--

7--

-

.

18-1- 1.

Weakley was shadowed by Antwyan
Reynolds '02 most of the game, limiting him to 26 points.
That's right, only 26 points.
"He had 26 points, but we made
him work for every one of those,"
Moore said.' "He scored a lot, but I
still felt we did a good job defend26
ing him." Weakley's game-hig- h
points came on just nine of 25 shots
from the field. He attempted 17
making five, and was
atlimited to' only four
tempts.
Over the course of the season
Wooster's defense has been dominant, limiting the opposition to an
average of 63 points per game on
38 percent shooting. But it was the
offense, not the defense, that led the
Scots to victory. The Cardinals shot
45 percent from the field and scored
80 points.
"The score is indicative of the way
Otterbein plays," Moore said. The
Cardinals are known for their
play and trapping defense.
"Even though they scored 80 points,
1 feel we still played good defense,"
Moore said.
Wooster took the lead for good
with about 10 minutes to play in the
second half. Reynolds, who played
29 minutes, hit a
a season-hig- h
jumper along the baseline. Just nine
seconds later, Reynolds hit a
to give Wooster a 4 lead.
Wooster pulled away in the closing
two minutes, hitting 10 of 11 free
throws, ensuring that the Scots' historic season would continue.
"It was an excellent feeling to
reach the Sweet 16," Moore said.
three-pointer-

s,

free-thro- w

NCAA expands footballplay offi
The NCAA announced that it has expanded the Division III playoffs from 16 to 24 teams. Fifteen conference champions will recieve
automatic bids and one bid will be reserved for an independent team.
The remaining berths will be selected on a national basis. In past
years they have selected the two top teams from each region.
The NCAA also announced that it will not publish the Division III
polls during the 1999 season.

NCAA changes Bball bids

fast-pac-

The NCAA continued to make changes in the Division III playoff structure when it announced it is expanding the automatic qualifi-

ers to 32 teams (who win their respective conference tournaments)
and eight to nine automatic bids to independent teams or teams that
are not in conferences that recieve automatic bids. This means that
bids for the entire nation.
there will only be seven to eight
Additionally, there will be no maximum or minimum number of
bids per region. In recent years, the top six teams in each region
advance to the NCAA Tournament.
at-lar- ge

.

4.--

V

-4

-

,-

Men's Basketball
1st Team: John Ellenwood
Ryan Gorman
Team:
Chris Gardner
3rd

Women's Basketball
3rd Team: Katie Montague
LeAnn Uhinck

NCAC Player of the Year

Men's NCAC Coach of the Yean Steve Moore,

"
.

I i'l
"

"

ed

three-point- er

photo by Amelia Kays

"

John Ellenwood '00 cuts down the net after the Scots won the NCAC regular
season and NCAC Tournament.
well on their homecourt. I think
playing at home gave them a lot of
confidence."
The first half was back and forth,
and the Tigers went into the locker
room with a three point lead. The
turning point in the game came in
the opening moments of the second
made
half, when Hampden-Sydne- y
to open. The
three
Tigers went on a 0 run, and had
a 6 lead with 10:02 left.
"I thought we were having good
defense," Moore said. "We were
force to battle from behind the rest
of the half. We cut into the lead as
the half went on, but were never able
to get ahead." Wooster cut the lead
to seven points with 2:35 to go, but
did not score until the final 41 seconds of the game. TJ. Grimes, who
scored a game high 17 points, sealed
win with six
the Hampden-Sydne- y
free throws in the final 41 seconds
of the game. The Tigers won the

was in the Sweet 16.
But the celebration was shortlived because Wooster had a monumental task awaiting them. The

March 12 showdown pitted the
Scots, the number two seed in the
Great Lakes Region, against
Hampden-Sydne- y
College, the
South's number" one seed. Wooster
entered the game with a 25-- 3 record,
boasted a
while Hampden-Sydne- y
26-- 2 mark.
Two extremely talented and deep
teams would take the floor. The Tigers had one of the nation's best
backcourt while the Scots had one

three-pointe- rs

23-1-

62-4-

of the nation's best frontcourts.
"Leading up to the game everyone
was talking about their backcourt as
their strength," Moore said. "But
their three big men played well."
The X factor may have been location. The Tigers hosted the Regional
games and had 1700 fans behind
them.
have a
"They Hampden-Sydne- y
lot of talent," Moore said. "They
are a veteran team and played very

please see BBALL'S RUN
ENDS IN VA page 11

58-5-

All NCAC Teams announced

'ttxlv

gerous of Otterbein's weapons.

--

--

no

year-ou-t,

89-8-

start

-

and

st

13--

Women's LAX gets offto

year-i- n

Wooster team had ever advanced
into the Sweet 16 in the NCAA
Tournament It's hard to believe that
the program with the third-mowins in Division III history had
never seen the latter rounds of the
NCAA Tournament.
But on March 6, the Scots made
win over
history. With a 0
Otterbein in the second round of the
NCAA Tournament, Head Coach
Steve Moore and the Scots went
where no other Wooster team has
been: The Sweet .16.
"It was an excellent win for us,"
Moore said. "Otterbein was a very
talented team and has a lot of offensive weapons." Kevin Weakely, the
0 AC's top scorer, was the most dan-

5)

"Players were very determined,
gave the effort necessary and were
not going to be denied." Finally, 99
f,
Wooster
years after the first
tip-of-

Final Stats

1998-199- 9
Points

--

'

John Ellenwood

"
.

per game
.

Ryan Gorman
Chris Gardner
Steve Thompson
PatNoIes
, Antwyan Reynolds ,

.

13.8
12.2
9.5

-

Rebounds
per game
7.1

2.1

,9.2

8.1
,

3.0
2.1

.

2.0
2.8

:

7.2
6.1

Assists

per game

.

1.4
1.7

.-

22-tea-

-

--

2.1
1.9
1.8

-
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Laay Scots offto 2--5 start Depth key to early success
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a
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team returned to action in near perfect fashion, defeating Case
It was a promising beginning to
the NCAC season, as the Lady Scots
won all six singles matches.
At number one singles Sarah Ehle
8-- 1.

'01 easily disposed of Case's

LindArchana Varugheese6-1- ,
say Techel 01 and Ryan Clark '00
also knotched easy wins at number
five and six singles respectively.
At number two singles, Sarah
StrickJer 0 1 narrowly defeated Jody
Ashley
Privat, winning
Fisher '01 defeated Case's Alrosa
Kumley
4 at number three
singles. Sara Stone water '01 beat
Tiffany Caporale in a three set
).
match.
The only loss for the Lady Scots
came at number two doubles, where
Stonewater and Techel fell
On Wednesday the Lady Scots
returned to action in another NCAC
6-- 2.

143 E. Liberty
Downtown Wooster

7-- 5,

6-- 0,

The

15-mo-

nth

6-- 0,

V?Tp)erience
.

6-- 3.

6--

7-- 6,

(7-3-

8--

3.

duel. Denison visited Wooster

D learn through interactive
discussions and competitive
business simulations

assislLiMM

PHOTO BY LOU LlNEHC

.

I

Lindsay Techel '01 serves in the
match against Denison Wednesday.
--

-

-

Allardice
Sports Editor

James

;

""Tr:

The Lady Scot tennis team got off
to a slow start this season. Over
break, the Lady Scots lost the first
three matches in Hilton Head before
overpowering Russell Sage
After that impressive win, the
Lady Scots fell to Wesleyan 7 in
the final match of the spring trip.
Ten days later the women's tennis

more than
undergraduate
degree alone
with an

Scholarships
able

are

available based on
academic merit

of

Management

MORTHWOOD

UNIVERSITY

'

vll

Vsz!&

record. Fisher has a
posted a
overall record and Stonewater has
a 2 record. Techel has a 3
record, while Clark has a 2 overall record.

3-- 3

3--

3--

4--

.

In the first meet of the outdoor
season, Beth Huffman '99 qualified
for nationals." Not a bad way to start
the season. Huffman qualified by
posting a time of 4:42.52; good
enough for seventh place, in the
run at the Wake Forest
Huffman's time was the fourth fast
est in school history.

Please, Please, ,
Come Write Sports!!
Plenty of opportunities
to write about spring
sports articles,
call Jamie at ext. 3568
--

..

.;5

?.
.--

Also performing well in the
meet for the Lady Scots was
Sandy Tecklenburg '01 who finished ninth in the 5000 with a time
of 18:54, while teammate Rachel
Dawson '01 finished 12th with a
time of 19:12.
Kerri Horst '02 finished 13th in.
the 400 hurdles with a time of
1:09.36. Tracy Wilkes '99 finished
12th in the shot put.
For the men, Tim Sir Louis '00
finished sixth in the decathlon with
5231 points.
Nahum Kisner '02 posted a time
of 1 1:7 in the 100 and 23.5 in the
200 while Marty Coppola '02 turned
in a time of 15:55 in the 5000. Also
in the 5000, Nick Chiorian '01 finished with a time of 15:58.
Jody Price '00 finished ninth and
Shane Bartholomew 12th in the shot
put.
This weekend the track teams will
host the Wooster Invitational.
non-scori-

n

continued from page 12

little deeper," Schilling said. "I hope
we are."

number two. Marcell compiled a
12-- 9
record last season and made
first team

The Scots have one last breather
before the heavy conference lineup,
facing Ohio Northern at home Friday at 3:30 p.m. "They'll be
strong," Schilling said. "All of our
matches from here out will be
strong."
The match will probably at a local indoor tennis club due to weather
conditions. After ONU, seven of the
Scots' next nine matches are in conference, with national powerhouse
Denison the final
test of the season April 22.

all-confere-

nce.

Also receiving

all-confere-

nce

honors last year was Riva, who was
named to the second team.
The matches ahead will likely be
tough ones. The Scots have yet to
face a conference foe, and the
NCAC has traditionally been a tennis powerhouse. The challenge be-

gins with Wittenberg Saturday.
"Wittenberg will be a good initial
test. I just think we're probably a

pre-tournam-

Bhall road ends in
continued from page 10
6
and advanced to the
game
Elite Eight,
As usual, Wooster's big men were
.dominant. John Ellen wood '00
scored 16 points, pulling down 10
rebounds, and Ryan Gorman '99
finished his career with 1 1 points
and eight rebounds. Coming off the
bench, John Wilson had 10 points.
Wooster's outside shooting may
have cost the Scots at a shot at the
Elite Eight
The Scots hit only two of 1 8 three-poiattempts, allowing the Tiger
defense to collapse down on
Wooster's big men, Chris Gardner
'99 had a disappointing end to his
career, going 5 from the field,
74-6-

nt

0--

missing all four

three-poi-

nt

at-

tempts.
"We needed to shoot the ball better," Moore said. "We were getting
good looks, but we just couldn't hit
the open shots. Not to take anything
away from their defense, but we had

ent

Va,

the looks, we just couldn't convert."
The Scots season came to a close,
finishing with a 25-- 4 record. The
Tigers went on advance to the Division III championship game, losing
to the defending national champion
Platteville 5 in double overtime.
Gorman and Ellenwood were
first team,
named to the
both for the second consecutive
year. For Gorman, it was his third
consecutive year on the
first team, and as a freshman he was
honorable mention. Gardner was
named to the third team.
"It was an excellent season."
Moore said. "We accomplished a
great deal this year. This has to rate
up there with one of the best seasons in recent years.
"This year's seniors have to be
complimented on everything they
brought to the program. They leave
quite a legacy. They won 89 games,
won two NCAC regular season
championships and two tournament
titles."
76-7-

A1I-NCA-

C

All-NCA- C

Van Wie honored at Final Four

Track teams to host Wooster Invite

Invitational over spring break.

YnnS

record, while Strickler has

Huffman to go to NCAAs

1500-met- er

Richard DeVos
Graduate School

11-8- -1

4-- 2

2--

James. Allardice
Sports Editor

D limited scholarships

;

2-- 3

8-- 1.

D earn up to 40

Wednesday afternoon, battling bitter weather, and swept the Lady
Scots
The Lady Scots only lost one
player to graduation from last year's
team, Kirsten Shriver '98. Return-- .
ing for Head Coach Lisa Campanell
Komara was a young team that
record last year. The
posted a
bulk of the Lady Scots talent rests
in the sophomore and freshman
class.
Overall, Ehle, last year's NCAC
Newcomer of the Year, has posted a
9-- 0.

case

Excellent career

11

ng

James Allardice

Sports Editor

Former basketball coach and athletic director Al Van Wie was honored by the National Association of
Basketball Coaches at the Division
III Final Four on March 27.
Van Wie received the NABC Outstanding Service Award in recognition of his contributions to the game
of basketball.
He graduated from Wooster in
1952 and returned eight years later
as an assistant football, basketball
and track coach. In 1961 Van Wie
took over as head basketball coach.
Over the next 21 years as head
coach, he compiled a 303-21- 5
record. In the early 1970s Van Wie
leadcoached the school's
ing scorer, Tom Dinger '71, and led
the Scots' to their first NCAA Tournament appearance.
During the 1970s the Scots made
three NCAA appearances and cap
all-ti-

me

tured five Ohio Athletic Conference
Championships. Van Wie retired
from coaching in 1982.
Van Wie became athletic director
in 1974, leading the program during a period of tremendous growth.
Van Wie was an integral part in the
formation of the North Coast Athletic Conference in 1984.
Van Wie created the Mose Hole
Basketball Classic in 1963, to honor
the former Scot coach. In addition.
Van Wie created the summer basketball camp. Camp Fighting Scot,
in 1970 and helped start the Downtown Rebounders, an organization
that supports the basketball program, in 1968.
In 1986 Van Wie was elected to
the executive committee of the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics.
In 1986 Van Wie was also named
to the NCAA Council and was elected
to lead Division III as vice president
of the Executive Committee.
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Errors plague Scots in Hiram loss

long in Wednesday's
didn't last lone

JL

-

game. A leadoff walk and several
errors sparked a seven run rally that
the Scots could not recover from.
Maibach was only able to record one
out, giving up four runs, two of
which were earned, before giving

way to Ryan Williamson '99.
Williamson wasn't able to do much
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Ben Byo is batting .310 this season

James

as the starting catcher for the Scots.
field with several defensive changes

Allardice

heading into Wednesday's game

Spores Editor

with Hiram.

Everyone knew that offense
would not be a problem for the Scots
this season. No one was sure about
the pitching. Or the defense. And
in the first 19 games of the season,
played in Florida over spring break,
offense was not a problem, as
Wooster scored 17 runs in the first
game of a doubleheader with Mt.
Union and 25 runs in the nightcap.
Obviously, the bats are not a concern.
As for the question of pitching,
Head Coach Tim Pettorini has been
pleasantly surprised to this point in
the season. The team's ERA rests
at a respectable 4.68, led by Ben
Maibach '99, who has posted a 1
record in five appearances. After
only pitching 37 innings last year,
Maibach has already pitched in 25
this year.
As for the defense, there are many
questions that remain. In the first
19 games the Scots had committed
41 errors, and Pettorini looked to
solve some question marks in the
3--

Shane Flinner
Trevor Urban

D

Jeff Nowoczynski
Chris Mihin
Travis Snyder

.

Scot Tennis
Frt Ohio Northern 3:3a(H)
Sat. Wittenberg t p.m. (H)
Wed. Capital 4 p.m. (A)

Avg.
.477
471
.371
.358
.358
--

15-1-

Swimmers stun NCAAfield
bPORTS EDITOR

an

Also on the team was

Michelle Cady '01, Laura Dunn '00
d
and Jessica Ritchie '02. The
medley relay team, made up of
Ritchie, Ellen Hunter '99, Beth Starling '02 and Cady, finished tenth.
Ritchie finished 14th in the 100- 200-yar-

50-ya- rd

start kicks off brutal schedule

7--1

Another key senior on the team
has been Erick Gale '99, who is 1
at number two and 2 at number
three. Gale also has the best doubles
with
record on the team, going
Andy Sharp "99 at number two and
with Dave Carney "99 at num.
ber three.
The seniors have been ably suptalported by some
ent. "We've been able to play 12 or
13 players in the last two weeks,"
Schilling said. "We've had good
fortune with our
second tier, and

Sarah Fenske
Co-Edit-

3--

or

2--

The Fighting Scots tennis team

took their first seven of eight

Scot and Lady Scot Track

Thurs. Denison 4:30p.m. (A)
Sat. Earlham I p.m. (A)
Sun.. Wittenberg 2 p.m. (A)
Wed. Allegheny 4:30 p.m. (H)

Sat. Oberlin

9--

HRs
5
5
3

20

5

18

4

C

st

I p.m. (H)

I p.m.
Wed Oberlin 4:30 (A)

Sun. St. Vincent

of their season with an impressive

.

1- -0

record. Most impressive is that
three of these wins came without
conference standout Bill Marcell
'99, who missed the first part of the
team's spring trip through the South.
"We started off well, and frankly.
we won a
7-- 1

up-and-com-

couple of
very close

ing

"We started off well, and
they've gotten
matches," frankly, we won a couple of valuable experi-

Coach
Hayden

ence, and that's
always impor-

very close matches," Coach
Schilling said.
Hayden
Schilling

tant

when
you're graduat

:

ing five seniors."
Jake Sintich '02 has stepped into
with an impressive 1
the line-umark at number three singles and 1
at number four singles.
Paul Wiley 01 is 1 at both number four and five singles. Sharp has
compiled a 1 mark with his work
at number five and six singles. Rob
Ogg '00 is 0 at number six.
Marcell went a disappointing 4
at
at number one singles, and

Schilling attributed the team's
early success to its seniors: "I've

2--

p,

3--

got five seniors, and they've been the
heart of the lineup so far. They've
really made a big difference."
The player who made the biggest
difference is Matt Riva '99, who
stepped into the number one slot in
Marcell's absence. "He really rose
to the occasion," Schilling said.
Riva is now 2 at number one and
at number two, beating the top
players from both Belmont Abbey
and Longwood colleges.

3--

7--

4--

0--

1-

-0

2--

1- -2

,

(A)

1- -0

matches, heading into the tough part

Scot Lacrosse

15-1-

All-NCA-

400-yar-

100-yar-

Tennis starts with a bang

Lady Scot Lacrosse

son at shortstop, moved to center.
But Pettorini's defensive switches
did not solve the Scots' woes. On
Wednesday, the Scots committed six
errors in a 0 loss to Hiram. For
five innings, the game was close.
Heading into the top of the sixth, the
Scots held a 6 lead and then things
went south, just as the Scots returned north from Florida.
Pettorini brought in Maibach,
who to this point has been a pleasant surprise for the Scots, but he

12

200-yar-

400-yar-

said. "They
could have gone either way, and we
were fortunate to win,'

99, and Jared
Nowoczynski
Treadway '02, who started the sea-

26
34

9.

200-yar-

game.
Despite returning six starters, this
year's team looks drastically different from last year's NCAC championship team. Travis Snyder '99, a
performer, has
two time
moved from third base to second.
Urban, at least for the time being,
has moved to shortstop.
Shane Flinner '00, who leads the
team in hitting to this point in the
season with a .477 average, has
moved across the diamond to replace Snyder at third base. : Chris
Mihin '99 has taken first base over
again.
One of the biggest losses for the
Scots has been Bryan Kinney '00,
who tied Urban last season with a
team-be.443 batting average and
hit 10 home runs. Kinney was ruled
ineligible by the College as a result
of incidents relating to Kappa Chi.
Replacing Kinney's bat in left field
will be a challenge for the Scots this
year.
"I'm optimistic about this season," Pettorini said. "We have a lot
of returning talent. We have to get
better as the season progresses, but
I am pretty pleased with our performance to this point"

RBIs

100-yar-

200-yar-

7-- 3)

before dropping Wednesday's

200-yar-

50-ya- rd

400-yar-

11th.

100-ya- rd

50-ya- rd

The Lady Scot swim team entered
the NCAA Championships eyeing
a top 20 finish and were pleasantly
surprised when they finished 10th.
The Lady Scots were led by Leah
Becki '00 who finished sixth in the
individual medley with a
d
personal best time of 4:35.52. Becki
d
also finished 11th in the
individual medley and 13th in the
butterfly.
d
d
Becki was a part of the
freestyle relay team that finished

3--

1,

.
.
.
. ,
yard backstroke and 20th place in
freestyle. In the
the
breaststroke, Hunter finished
23rd. She also finished 43rd in the
d
free and 28th in the
breaststroke. Starling finished
breaststroke.
d
27th in the
Kenyon won the championship
for the 16th consecutive year.
Meanwhile, the Scot swim team
also had a good team at nationals,
finishing 15th. It is the best season
for any Wooster men's swim team
since 1978-7d
freestyle relay
Wooster 's
Wes
Bennett 0I, '
up
made
of
team,
Steve Bayuk '00, Kagen McKittrick
'00 and Eric Knauss '01 finished
fourth and broke a school record.
Wes Bennett finished third in the
freestyle and ninth in the
d
d
freestyle. The
freestyle relay finished 11th.
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James Allardice
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Trevor Urban '99,
who has been a stabilizing force in
the outfield for the past two years,
moved to shortstop Wednesday.
"We are making some big
changes," Pettorini said. "I wasn't
happy with the play there at shortstop, so we are going to try switching some things. Fortunately, the
things we need to improve on should
be easy to correct."
Moving to left field was Jeff
All-Americ-

better, giving up two runs and not
recording an out before he was replaced by Ed Ormond '01. Ormond
finished the inning that seemed like
it would never end, but not before
giving up another run. When all was
said and done, the Scots had given
up seven runs on six hits and committed three errors.
The Terriers would tack on two
more runs in the top of the ninth and
cruise to a 0 win in the inclement weather. Last year the Scots
were undefeated at home, but in the
1999 home opener they ruined any
possibilities of repeating last year's
magic.
Wooster got off to a rough start,
dropping the season opener 2 to
Suffolk in eight innings. But then
the Scots went on a tear, winning
1 1 in a row, highlighted by a sweep
of U.W. Steven's Point (7-followed by a 10-- 0 win over Rock-forThe Scots finished the trip 15-- 4
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Sat. Wooster Invitational (H)

please see page DEPTH KEY
TO EARLY SUCCESS, page 1 1

Scot Baseball
.

Sat. Kenyon

1 p.m.

(2) A

